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NEW QUESTION: 1
Welche der folgenden Warenprobleme aktualisieren den Verbrauch
in SAP Materials Management? Bitte wÃ¤hlen Sie die richtige
Antwort.
A. Zufallsstichprobe
B. Kostenstelle
C. Verschrotten
D. Fertigungsauftrag
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
A hierarchical scheduler policy with the shown parameters is
configured at a service ingress. If the offered rate of each
queue is 10Mbps, what is the operational PIR and CIR for queue
3?
A. PIR=5Mbps,CIR=0Mbps
B. PIR=6Mbps,CIR=1Mbps
C. PIR=6Mbps,CIR=4Mbps
D. PIR=4Mbps,CIR=1Mbps
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which two roaming sensitive settings, in the Device Pool
Configuration window, override the device-level settings when
the device roams within or outside of a device mobility group?
(Choose two.)
A. extension
B. device pool
C. codec
D. MRGL
E. network locale
Answer: D,E

NEW QUESTION: 4
A company has a legacy application running on servers on
premises. To increase the application's reliability, the
company wants to gain actionable insights using application
logs. A Solutions Architect has been given following
requirements for the solution:
Aggregate logs using AWS.
Automate log analysis for errors.
Notify the Operations team when errors go beyond a specified
threshold.

What solution meets the requirements?
A. Install Amazon Kinesis Agent on servers, send logs to Amazon
Kinesis Data Streams and use Amazon Kinesis Data Analytics to
identify errors, create an Amazon CloudWatch alarm to notify
the Operations team of errors
B. Install an AWS X-Ray agent on servers, send logs to AWS
Lambda and analyze them to identify errors, use Amazon
CloudWatch Events to notify the Operations team of errors.
C. Install Logstash on servers, send logs to Amazon S3 and use
Amazon Athena to identify errors, use sendmail to notify the
Operations team of errors.
D. Install the Amazon CloudWatch agent on servers, send logs to
Amazon CloudWatch Logs and use metric filters to identify
errors, create a CloudWatch alarm to notify the Operations team
of errors.
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/kinesis-agent-windows/latest/usergu
ide/what-is-kinesis-agent-windows.html
https://medium.com/@khandelwal12nidhi/build-log-analytic-soluti
on-on-aws-cc62a70057b2
Answer: D
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